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News You Can Use
We hope you’ve been enjoying our biweekly “Thoughts of the Week” videos.
In these videos our advisors apply their
knowledge and expertise to offer further
insight on current financial events. Our
goal is to provide you with information
that will help you filter through all the
hype and chaos, allowing you to make
well-informed decisions regarding your
retirement.
If you haven’t been receiving the
videos, then reach out to our office
to make sure we have your updated
e-mail address. You can also view the
videos on our Senior Planning Advisors
Facebook page. Don’t forget to LIKE
& FOLLOW us on Facebook to stay
up to date on the latest videos, news,
and more.
We will be postponing our annual
September Client Event until next year.
Instead we will be hosting a virtual
SENIOR PLANNING ADVISORS

Town Hall where our clients can join
us live on Zoom. An e-mail will be sent
out with more details on the event.
While our mission is to help people
prepare for a more secure retirement,
we’re also committed to helping out
our community and those in need.
Childhood hunger remains a serious
problem in southeast Michigan. No
child should ever go hungry. To help
combat this issue we invite you to join
us in donating to local food banks. For
every dollar you donate Senior Planning
Advisors will match that amount.
The Donations will be divided evenly
between 3 different food banks across
Southeast Michigan: Food Gatherers,
Gleaners, and The Food Bank of Eastern
Michigan. Visit our website to donate
– www.retirementplanningedu.com/
FeedTheKids/
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THAT TIME OF YEAR

A Message from Kirk, Paul, & Josh
The Cassidy’s: This summer has been
whirlwind. Even though Trae’s travel
baseball season was reduced, we’re
thankful he got to play. He was invited
to travel to Sanford, FL to join the
14u Hit Dogs at the Perfect Game 15u
National Championship (the team won
the 14u National Championship the
week prior). We literally went from one
tournament game to the airport, jumped
off of a plane, and drove straight to
the fields. He was thrown in during
the 3rd inning to catch for a team
where he called the game and made
an amazing out at home, all while not
knowing the signs or the team. Then
off to Naperville, IL for the PG HS
Prospects tournament on the Michigan
team. Sam has been training outside
for gymnastics. Hopefully there’ll be a
‘20-‘21 season. Overall we’re healthy
and continue to take precautions when
traveling.

The Metler’s: Covid-19 has brought
a lot of pain and suffering to many
people. The one silver lining in
an otherwise crazy period in our
lives is that both our kids were selfquarantined. That means we actually
saw them once in a while. We
actually ate dinner together. Mara was
supposed to work this summer at a U
of M laboratory. That got cancelled
due to Covid so she went back to
Dairy Queen. Bad for her. Good for
me. Ilana got her first job at Tropical
Smoothie. Also, good for me. Given
they are both making money, I asked
them if they could start paying for their
own clothes. Not surprising, both said,
“no, we like spending your money.”
Stay well everyone!!!

The Jackson’s: With all the heat this
summer has brought, the Jackson’s have
been enjoying the outdoors and the
water. You can see by the picture (pg.
7) that Haddie gets the most relaxing
pool experience out of all of us. She’s
recently discovered the hose and loves
to splash water everywhere. We’re up
to a total of 8 teeth now and counting
down the DAYS until we have a 1
year old. I have no idea where the last
year went, it has been a whirl wind.
She continues to keep us on our toes
wanting to get into everything and we
may just have a walker by her birthday,
lord help us. But we wouldn’t trade it
for anything.
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retirement strategies using a variety of insurance and investment products to custom suit their needs and objectives. This material is
intended to provide general information to help you understand basic financial planning strategies and should not be construed as
financial advice. All investments are subject to risk including the potential loss of principal. No investment strategy can guarantee a
profit or protect against loss in periods of declining values. The information contained in this material is believed to be reliable, but
accuracy and completeness cannot be guaranteed; it is not intended to be used as the sole basis for financial decisions. If you are
unable to access any of the news articles and sources through the links provided in this text, please contact us to request a copy of the
desired reference.

5. B
 ook a cabin at a nearby state park. Do
some hiking, cooking out on an open
grill and spend some time getting back
to nature.
6. Visit an apple orchard to handpick fruit
and take some home for baking
a favorite recipe.
7. Build an outdoor firepit, set up lawn
chairs and invite your neighbors
over for apple cider and a good oldfashioned fireside chat. Don’t forget
the marshmallows!

THE GOOD LIFE

10 Ways To Enjoy Autumn
Sometimes it seems like the years
just slip away and we forget to enjoy
individual seasons. Make a point to get
out and enjoy all that the crisp autumn
season has to offer this year. Consider
these ideas:
1.Break out your camera and take lots of
photographs this fall, particularly when
you indulge in the following activities.
2. Go on an end-of-season picnic to soak
in the mild Fall temperatures.

HOW TO ...

3. Take a fall foliage drive, or even
vacation to one of the best places in
the country for breathtaking views,
like Maine’s Coastal Route 1, the
Blue Ridge Parkway, the Teton Scenic
Byway in Idaho or Rocky Mountain
National Park in Colorado.
4. Take your grandkids camping, even
if it’s just in the yard, where you can
cuddle up under blankets and gaze at
the stars.

8. Go pumpkin crazy. Purchase the
professional tools and challenge
yourself to make creative designs. Use
the leftovers to roast seeds, or make
pumpkin pie, bread or spiced tea.
9. Make a fall wreath using supplies from
your own backyard.
10. Check out a local Oktoberfest
festival for Bavarian-style food,
drink and dancing.

Manage “Lifestyle Inflation”
Lifestyle inflation refers to our tendency to boost household spending as our income
increases. Here are some ways to keep that spending impulse in check.1
• Whenever you get a pay raise, calculate
your new tax liability and increases in
automatic retirement plan contributions
to determine your net take-home pay.

furnishings); at that point, be sure you’re
not buying things simply because you can
afford them.

• Develop a bucket list early in life;
• Consider the true costs of “upscaling”
that way, you’ll be more cautious in
your lifestyle. For example, a larger house miscellaneous spending and prioritize
typically means higher taxes, utilities,
completing list items while you’re
still young.
cleaning and upkeep, yard maintenance,
homeowner’s insurance, etc.
1
Will Kenton. Investopedia. Feb. 26, 2020. “Lifestyle
• At some point, your income will meet
basic needs (e.g., car, home, clothes,

Inflation.” https://www.investopedia.com/terms/l/lifestyleinflation.asp. Accessed June 8, 2020.
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DOLLARS & SENSE

Retiring Soon?
Here are 3 Tactics
to Help Recover
From Recent Volatility
It may not feel like it, but if you lost
a significant portion of your nest egg
due to market volatility this year,
you’re still in better financial shape than
most. Nearly half of Americans age 55
and older didn’t have any retirement
savings stashed away to begin with.1
While Social Security benefits
may be the backbone of the U.S.
retirement system, they are not
enough to fully cover retirement
expenses for most people.
Any time your portfolio suffers from
a series of poor returns right around
retirement age, it can irrevocably
reduce principal. This means you
could run out of money long before
your retirement ends.
If you are approaching retirement, you
need a plan. Your options may boil
down to three tactics:
•	Delay retirement or at least continue
to work part time
•	Reduce your expenses to align with
the assets you still have
•	Assume higher risks for potentially
greater investment returns in the
near future
Tactic #1: Delay Retirement
If you can manage to work a year or
two longer than you planned, this can
accomplish three goals. First, it allows
your portfolio time to recover some
of your losses. Second, while you’re
earning money, you can afford to keep
contributing to your retirement savings.
And third, each year you delay taking
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Social Security (up to age 70), your
benefit will increase.

retirement income stream, potentially
replacing any recent market losses.

If you really want to retire from your
current job, consider picking up
some other type of part-time work to
supplement either Social Security or
your portfolio — giving at least one of
them the chance to accrue and replace
that job income down the road.

Tactic #3: Increase Your Risk
The third option is the most precarious
and not generally recommended
for people in or close to retirement.
However, if you want to give your
assets sustained market exposure,
consider an index-linked annuity. This
type of contract pays out a minimum
insurer-guaranteed income with the
potential for increases based on the
performance of a specific market index.

Tactic #2: Reduce Expenses
Choosing between tactics one and
two requires careful consideration.
No matter how much you may want
to retire, you might rather sustain your
current lifestyle in retirement. People
who don’t have much in retirement
savings may have to deploy both
strategies. The good news is that
reducing expenses now can create a
sustainable low budget throughout
retirement. Consider downsizing to
a smaller home. This will reduce
expenses, such as utilities, maintenance
and property taxes. You may also be
able to redeploy equity from the sale
of your home to generate a reliable

At this point, a key strategy for your
retirement plan is to create multiple
streams of retirement income to help
protect you from the future threat
of market losses, changes in Social
Security or even another pandemic.
Nadine El-Bawab. CNBC. April 5, 2019. “These
people are on the verge of retiring — and they have
nothing saved.” https://www.cnbc.com/2019/04/05/
these-people-are-on-the-verge-of-retiring-and-theyhave-nothing-saved.html Accessed June 29, 2020.
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At this point, a key strategy for your retirement plan is
to create multiple streams of retirement income to help
protect you from the future threat of market losses,
changes in Social Security or even another pandemic.

THE SCOOP

Pollution and the Pandemic
At least one positive thing emerged from
coronavirus lockdowns: A worldwide
decline in carbon emissions. Satellite
imagery revealed that roads less traveled
and skies less flown yielded a remarkable
reduction in air pollution. In China alone,
carbon emissions dropped by 25% in just
a four-week period.1

Unfortunately, the pandemic’s
environmental gains are short term.
Quarantining people and halting economic
activity are not exactly a sustainable
solution. How governments respond
moving forward remains critical, and
regulations may even be eased to help
jumpstart economies.

What’s interesting is the correlation
between the coronavirus and long-term
exposure to air pollution. In general, air
pollution is responsible for nearly 40% of
global lower-respiratory tract infections
and chronic obstructive pulmonary
diseases.2 Also, people who suffer from
respiratory illnesses have a harder time
recovering from COVID-19. Thus, better
air quality would aid these conditions.

The pandemic demonstrated that
environmental damage can be reversed
substantially and quickly through a
significant decline in emissions. The
challenge now is to find ways to do that
without sacrificing economic growth.

4
5
1

Luke Denne. NBC News. April 7, 2020.
“Coronavirus lockdowns have sent pollution
plummeting. Environmentalists worry about what
comes next.” https://www.nbcnews.com/science/
environment/coronavirus-lockdowns-have-sent-
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Rows and columns are divided into
compartments of white squares. Use
single numbers to complete a straight for
each compartment. A straight is a set of
numbers with no gaps and in any order.
No single number can repeat in any row
or column. Clues in black cells remove
that number as an option in that row and
column, and are not part of any straight
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pollution-plummeting-environmentalists-worryabout-what-n1178326. Accessed June 8, 2019.
2
Sarah Vogel. Environmental Defense Fund.
April 7, 2020. “The truth about coronavirus, air
pollution and our health.” https://www.edf.org/
blog/2020/04/07/truth-about-coronavirus-airpollution-and-our-health. Accessed June 8, 2019.
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Meaningful
HOW TO PRAC TICE

Meditation

Meditating is part of being human, whether you
acknowledge you’re doing it or not. It’s being deep
in thought and listening to your inner thoughts and
feelings. It’s about becoming more in tune with
yourself. When you’re intentional about practicing
meditation, the benefits are endless: less stress,
more gratitude and a heightened sense of self.

So, how do you do it? That’s ultimately up to you. There’s no wrong way to meditate,
and different methods resonate with different people. Start here to see what works for you.

Breathe in, breathe out.

Keep a journal.

Go for a walk.

All too often, we forget to breathe. Our
hearts start pounding when we’re stressed,
angry or nervous, and our minds begin
racing so fast we can’t think straight. Take a
mental pause and try the 4-7-8 breathing
technique: breathe in for 4 seconds, hold for
7 seconds, and exhale for 8 seconds. Do
this at least four times, until your heart rate
is back to normal.

A major point in successful meditation is
making it part of your routine. Writing a
journal is a perfect way to do this. Set time
aside each day or once a week, and find
a quiet spot to think and reflect. Turn your
phone off to eliminate distractions. Then,
start small by writing three things you’re
thankful for, or three things you’re proud
of accomplishing that day. You don’t have
to write a lot to make it meaningful.

A little fresh air does the mind good. Walk
around the block or go for a hike on a
nearby nature trail — but leave the
headphones at home. Instead, take in the
nature around you. Make mental notes of
what you see, hear, touch, smell and
maybe even taste in the air. Then, the next
time you feel stressed, close your eyes and
recall those sensory notes from your walk
to regain clarity by re-centering yourself.

CENTER STAGE
BELOW: Congratulations to the Wilson family! Jameson
and Matthew welcomed their baby girl, Parker Lane
Wilson, on May 6th.

ABOVE: It’s been a hot Summer, but it doesn’t look like
Haddie has minded one bit.

RIGHT:
Ilana & Mara making the most of
the crazy Covid Summer.
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CRISPY CHICKEN THIGHS WITH GARLIC AND ROSEMARY
INGREDIENTS
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1/3 c. chicken stock
2 tbsp. fresh lemon juice
1 tbsp. Dijon mustard
1/4 tsp. red pepper flakes

• Kosher salt and freshly-ground black pepper
•	8 small bone-in, skin-on chicken thighs (about
2¼ pounds total)
• 8 cloves garlic, smashed and skins removed

INSTRUCTIONS
1.) Whisk together stock, lemon juice, mustard, rosemary 3.) Remove cans and top skillet. Flip chicken and
reduce heat to medium-low. Add garlic and
and pepper flakes in a bowl. Season with salt.
continue heating until the chicken is cooked
2.) Heat a 12-inch cast-iron skillet over medium heat
through; 2-3 minutes. Transfer chicken to a platter.
until hot; 1-2 minutes. Season chicken with salt
4.) Add stock mixture to smaller skillet and cook,
and pepper and place in skillet, skin sides down.
scraping up any brown bits, until slightly thickened;
Place a smaller skillet on top of chicken and weigh
it down with soup cans. Cook until the skins are
1-2 minutes. Spoon over chicken.
golden brown and crisp, 7-9 minutes.
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